The Austrian Trip 2017 – Linz and Graz
From Durham to Linz
I’ve visited Vienna twice recently and Innsbruck, the Tirol and Vorarlberg many years ago, but I have
never been to central Austria, the cities of Linz and Graz and the states of Oberösterreich (Upper
Austria) and Steiermark (Styria). This trip, in May 2017, was to rectify that. It would also provide the
opportunity to visit the Salzkammergut, the scenic Austrian lake district. By coincidence there are
also a few obscure railway lines in the area, which were built into the plans, and the beer is meant to
be pretty good.
The trip commences with a cock-up. I had worked out the best route was to travel via Prague,
booked an early Sunday morning flight from Edinburgh and a return flight to Newcastle, sorted out
and booked trains to and from Austria then looked for an Edinburgh hotel. The plan was to have a
few pints in Edinburgh, an early night, then a 0400 bus out to the airport. However, even the
Travelodge was charging £194 for a single room – I couldn’t work out why until I discovered it was
the weekend of European Rugby Champions Cup Final. Plan B was to travel up later in the day, have
a couple of pints until the pubs shut at 0100 and have a few hours sleep on a bench at the airport. In
the event, every seat in the airport was taken by people with the same idea so I had to sit on a patch
of floor. After a sleepless night, I arrived in Prague and, in my catatonic state, took out 6000 Czech
Koruna from an airport ATM at the rather than the 600 I’d intended (enough for the bus fare into
town, a sandwich and a couple of beers and the same on the return journey). The same machine was
offering amounts up to 25,000CZK, or almost £900.

The Austrian trip
I had vague plans of wandering round Prague for a couple of hours (I last visited in 2004) but I’m too
exhausted. I spend the time until the train is due sitting on a park bench outside the main station,
Praha hlavní. The area is full of groups of hungover German-speaking lads heading home after a
weekend on Czech beer – it is good stuff and, on the return journey, I discover it is still less than half
the price than in Germany, which explains the weekend breaks. Inside the station the platforms are
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numbered as usual, followed by S or J, I assumed south and north respectively. Not quite correct - in
Czech the abbreviation for north is S (severní) and south is J (jižní). However, I find the correct train
and set off for Linz.
There are only four trains a day to Linz
and I’m surprised how unlike an
international train it looks – a
locomotive and four old-style
compartment coaches. A few stretches
of the line are being modernised, but
other stretches remain single track. The
countryside is a pleasant mix of rolling
hills and small towns. After two hours
we arrive at České Budějovice
(Budweis), the only city en route. From
there on it feels like a rural railway, the
train is quieter and it stops at most
stations. I’ve been sharing the
compartment with a man and a dog and
they get off in the middle of nowhere.
At the Austrian border the trilingual
(Czech, English and German) recorded
announcements say goodbye and the
Austrian guard makes the
announcements in German and English
only. The Austrian countryside gradually
becomes more built-up until we cross
the River Danube, pass the steel and
chemical works and arrive at Linz
Hauptbahnhof, 295 kilometres and four
hours after leaving Prague. I take a tram
to the Hauptplatz (main square) and
1
check-in to the Hotel Wolfinger . The hotel is very grand and I have a room overlooking the square,
with great views of the clouds rolling in over the church spires. (above) I’m exhausted but force
myself to take a walk around the Altstadt (old town), have a beer and a currywurst (the first of the
trip but not the last). I’m in bed by nine o’clock and sleep solidly for ten hours.

Mariazell
The following day I head for the Mariazellerbahn – a narrow gauge railway line leading from St.
Polten, on the route to Vienna, up into the hills to the winter sports resort and pilgrimage centre of
Mariazell2. After breakfast I walk to Linz station, sort myself out with a Vorteilscard for cheap travel
(the equivalent of the UK wrinkly railcard), and catch an ÖBB (Österreichische Bundesbahnen –
Austrian Federal Railways) Railjet mainline express to St. Polten3. It is more than ten minutes late –
ÖBB is blaming engineering work in Germany. I have to dash for the Mariazellerbahn but the train
waits. It is a modern electric two-coach train, marketed as the himmelstrecken (stairway to heaven –
but without the music). For the first hour the train makes its way up the Pielach valley - the area is
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well populated and the hourly trains serve a series of village request halts. After Laubenbachmühle,
the scenic stretch begins, and a train every two hours winds its way via horseshoe curves and
tunnels, over the watershed, across the border into Setiermark (Styria) through a gorge to reach
Mariazell, 84km from St. Polten.
There were fewer than ten passengers on
the train when we arrived at Mariazell, and
the town was quiet. The souvenir stalls
selling religious tat outside the basilica (left)
are open but not doing much business. It is
clear that the town attracts crowds of
tourists in high season. I have a pootle
around town, a beer from the stall by the
basilica and another at the café by the
station. On the return journey I’ve worked
out where there is least tree cover and try to
take a few photos of the Ötscher and
surrounding mountains and of the railway as
it descends to the valley…but none of
them turn out good enough to include here.

Linz
I have time to explore Linz in the evening and the following morning. Linz is the third largest city in
Austria with over 200,000 inhabitants, and it is the capital of the state of Oberösterreich (Upper
Austria). Due to its situation on the Danube there has been a settlement here since Roman times.
Today it is an industrial city, though the heavy industry (steel and chemicals) is out of sight by the
port to the east of the city, and the Altstadt is a fine place to wander round. The Hauptplatz is
particularly impressive, with the ornate Pestsäule (plague column) monument in the centre, built to
remember people who died in plague epidemics. More recently, the city has been promoting its
cultural credentials. It was European City of Culture in 2009, and in 2016 became part of the
international network of UNESCO Creative Cities as a City of Media Arts (there are eight of these
cities, including York), building the Lentos modern art gallery, the Ars Electronica Center (sic) and a
new opera house.
In the evening my focus is on beer. I have a drink in the Klosterhof beer hall. The Steigl beer is
reasonable and it has a good atmosphere even on a Monday night. Unfortunately, the taproom is
also the smoking bar and a few showers mean that the beer garden is closed, so I only stay for one. I
drop into the Chelsea Pub which comes recommended – it turns out to be an Irish Bar which sells
the best range of Austrian beers I come across on the trip. The beer from the nearby town of
Freistadt is particularly good. The pub quiz is taking place – in English. Some of the questions are
obscure and the clientele (mainly locals and students) must have excellent English.
Above Linz, on the north side of the Danube, is the Pöstlingberg. Every half hour a tram leaves the
Hauptplatz, crosses the Danube, and trundles up the hill. It turns out that, between 1945 and 1955,
the bridge was the boundary between the US zone (south side) and the Soviet zone of post-war
Austria, where everyone had to change trams and pass through the checkpoint. The ascent is steep
and the summit station is 519m high, over 250m above the Hauptplatz. It is not just a tourist or
excursion route - there are plenty of locals on board heading for the posh suburbs and a small
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university campus4 on the hillside. The day is sunny and warm (and it remains so for the rest of the
trip, reaching 30⁰C). At the summit, there is the usual viewing platform, café and souvenir stall, a
pilgrimage basilica, some old fortifications and the Grottenbahn (cave railway) Dragon Express for
children built inside the ruins, plus walks around the hill and into the surrounding countryside.

Gmunden and the Salzkammergut
After a final walk through the Altstadt, at lunchtime I head for the station and Gmunden, my base for
the next three nights. I’m drinking a small beer in the station bar when a neo-nazi plonks himself
down on the next stool – the tattoos and the screensaver on his mobile are not exactly subtle – and
downs a couple of large weissbiers in ten minutes. Fortunately, he’s too busy checking out the latest
Austrian-supremacist propaganda to start a conversation.
A regional ÖBB train takes me to Lambach where I change to the connecting train to Vorchdorf –
Eggenberg. This is an elderly railcar operated by the private railway company, Stern & Hafferl5.
Everyone else on board knows the driver, who checks the tickets and takes the fares. At Vorchdorf I
have to change for Gmunden on to another Stern & Hafferl line, built to a different gauge. The
station and depot for both lines are all on one small site. It doesn’t boast such extravagances as
platforms and you can wander around at will - the main activity today is two blokes trying to fix
some tiles on the depot roof (with another four watching). The Gmunden train is modern and is
basically a tram. However, the line has proper signals and automatic level crossings so we hurtle
through the countryside downhill to Gmunden Seebahnhof. There are four of us on board to start
with, and for half of the journey I’m the only passenger, though there is a crowd of schoolkids at
Gmunden waiting for the return journey.
The area of lakes and mountains on the border of the states of Salzburg and Oberösterreich is
known as the Salzkammergut. Today, the principal activity is tourism, though historically the area
was best known as a centre of salt production, an industry which made it rich. Salzkammergut
literally means the ‘estate of the salt chamber’, the Imperial Salt Chamber being the authority and
monopoly charged with running the salt mines of the Hapsburg Monarchy.
Gmunden was a centre of the
salt trade and later became a
health and summer resort.
Today it has a population of
13,272. The town sits at the
head of the Traunsee lake,
where the River Traun flows
out on its way to reach the
Danube at Linz. My first
impression isn’t great – on
the way from the
Seebahnhof there are
roadworks, the only bridge
over the river is being rebuilt,
and there are traffic jams and
fumes on either side – the
work is to link the town
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tramway to the Vorchdorf railway line. When I reach the other side of the river and find myself by
the lake it is a different story. There is a long promenade with tremendous views of the mountains
on the other side and a castle in the distance. The sky is blue and the lake is calm. I check into the
Schwan hotel on the Rathausplatz, an old hotel which has been excellently renovated, and discover
that I’ve been given a room with a balcony overlooking the lake – the view from my room is above.

Later, I tear myself away from the balcony and the view and walk along the lakeside past the
outdoor cafes to the castle. built on the lake and connected to land by a wooden bridge (pictured
above). This is Seeschloss Ort (Landschloss Ort is on dry land nearby) and there has been a castle on
the site since the 11th century. On my return I walk around the old town. There is not a lot happening
here at the beginning of the week – though it looks like a few café-bars and pubs will be open
towards the weekend. Apart from a small supermarket and some gift shops there is not much else –
there are a few former shops, and later I discover there is an out of town shopping centre. I have a
meal and a couple of beers in town then watch the sunset from the balcony.

Gmunden to Hallstatt
The following morning I’m off to Hallstatt. Gmunden ÖBB railway station is uphill on the edge of
town and to reach it there is a tramway6. Every half hour the tram pootles up to the station, causing
chaos on the way as it heads up a narrow one-way street in the wrong direction. The tramway is also
operated by Stern & Hafferl, but has never been linked to their railway line on the other side of
bridge – this is planned to happen in 2018. A modern tram operates most journeys while Tram No.8,
built in 1961, copes with the quieter journeys and rush hour extras (I made six journeys and none of
them had as many as ten passengers). Tram No.8 has an all-over McDonalds ad, though it doesn’t
pass one….maybe it is in the out of town centre. You pay the driver, and once more he knows most
of the regular customers.
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The railway line to Hallstatt, the only rail route
through the Salzkammergut area, follows the
Traunsee, through the upper Traun valley to the
resort of Bad Ischl, along the side of the
Hallstättersee, to a junction with another line at
Stainach-Irding. The scenery is excellent, though
there are industrial areas on the valley floor. The
salt industry is still active with works at Ebensee,
and there is gravel extraction at several sites, and
substantial large woodyards. Bad Ischl and
Hallstatt are on the ‘see Europe’ tourist trail – they
are within day-trip distance of the honeypot of
Salzburg. Most people joining the train at Bad
Ischl, heading for Hallstatt, are from Japan, China
or thereabouts, plus a scattering of Americans.
Hallstatt (left) is located on the side of the lake
where cliffs rise steeply from the lakeside, the
railway and station is on the other side, so a small
ferry meets the trains. it is another glorious day
and the journey across the lake is stunning.
The production of salt has taken place in Hallstatt
since prehistoric times, and the town became very
wealthy as a result. There are mines in the mountains behind the town and salt has been
transported the 40km to the works at Ebensee via a brine pipeline since 1595. The mines are still
operational though they are today primarily a tourist attraction7. Hallstatt has also given its name to
the Celtic Culture of early Iron Age Europe following the discovery and analysis of a large prehistoric
cemetery in 18468. Today Hallstatt and the surrounding area is a UNESCO World Heritage Site due to
the fine architecture of the town of Hallstatt and the surrounding exceptional landscape9.
I take the Salzbergbahn funicular up
to the salt works. In a distance of
0.5km the line rises 325m, reaching a
gradient of 81.5%. The tour through
the mine looks like fun but I decide
to be boring and stick to the view. At
the top of the funicular is the
Rudolfturm restaurant and
viewpoint, branded as a World
Heritage View. A skywalk platform
(pictured) has been built jutting out
over the lake and I take some photos
of Ted while trying not to shake. The
view from the restaurant terrace is
just as good, so I enjoy the view over
a bratwurst and a beer.
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Back down in town, with time to spend before the ferry, train and tram back to Gmunden, I sit
outside Café Derbl in the main square watching the cabaret of tourists taking pictures and selfies.
The café sells beer branded Hallstatt and I try both the draught kellarbier and the bottled beer,
simply known as Das Bier. They turn out to be brewed by Hofbräu Kaltenhausen, a small brewery in
Hallein near Salzburg, though they are only available in Hallstatt and a couple of neighbouring
villages. In turn Kaltenhausen is owned by the Heineken Group – so much for local beer. Then it’s
back for a second evening in Gmunden, relaxing in the cafes along the promenade and admiring the
view from the balcony.

Attersee
The second day trip from Gmunden is to Attersee – by tram once more to the station followed by
ÖBB trains to Attnang-Pucheim then a short stretch of the Westbahn to Vöcklamarkt. The Westbahn
(western railway) is the line that links Vienna with St Polten, Linz, Salzburg and Innsbruck and
through the Tirol to Bludenz and the Swiss and German borders, the equivalent of the UK East Coast
Main Line. It copes with several express trains each hour, local services (unlike most of the East
Coast line the local stations remain open) and heavy freight traffic. Closer to Vienna it has become a
new high-speed line, but here it is a typical two-track line. Waiting for a train one can watch the
efficiency by which slower trains are looped to allow express trains through. It is not perfect - it
seems quite usual for local trains to run slightly late as a result, but connection times allow for a few
minutes delay. At Vöcklamarkt we are five minutes late and two of us hurry to change to the
connecting Stern and Hafferl train to Attersee10. It is another tram-type vehicle and, though there
are request halts in every second field, we hurtle through the countryside and arrive in Attersee on
time. The line ends at the back wall of the station, with no fripperies such as buffers.
Attersee (left) is the largest lake in the
Salzkammergut – about 20km long by
4km wide. The eponymous village is
technically called Attersee am
Attersee, but nobody bothers with the
full name. At this time of year there
are two daily boat trips calling at the
piers round the south, mountainous,
end of the lake and I join the
lunchtime cruise. A coach party turns
up and, once they board, I am 20 years
younger than anyone else on the boat.
The weather is tremendous and I get
sunburned while sipping a beer and
watching the scenery. The lake is so
still you can see the wake for miles. Every house by the lake seems to have a boathouse. After the
two and a half hour trip, back at Attersee I return to the station. Just as we are about to leave a
group of English people turn up and ask the driver if they can take pictures of the old train in the
shed. My few words of German asking for my ticket must have been clear, as the driver asks me to
translate. I manage ‘alt Zug’, point to the shed and mime photographing. As we set off, this time
with three passengers on board, the depot guy is opening the shed to help the Brits.
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At Vöcklamarkt I walk into town, and find a gasthaus with a beergarden and one other customer,
and we manage a chat before it's back to Gmunden. It is Thursday night and the town is definitely
busier as people arrive for a long weekend. A large Italian market is setting up in the square. I spend
my final night in Gmunden, once more sitting in the cafes by the lake and taking in the view from the
balcony, eating salads from the supermarket (see…it’s not all bratwurst and currywurst).

Gmunden to Graz
On Friday morning I leave Gmunden, take a final hurl on the tram to the station, a local train to
Attnang – Puchheim, then an ÖBB Railjet to Salzburg. The Railjet is the train used on the high-speed
lines and the main intercity routes and the trains are comfortable and fast. The stretch to Salzburg
includes some slower and curved sections, though there are plans to modernise the line by 2025. I
had booked a cheap advance first class ticket from Salzburg to Graz, a four-hour intercity journey
which operates five times daily. The timings meant I didn’t have a chance to look round Salzburg (I
last stayed there in 1972 on my first independent trip abroad), but the journey made up for it. From
Salzburg the line passes through a gorge of the River Salzach to Bischofshofen. We leave the
Westbahn and climb up over a low pass, to the valley of the River Enns and the ski resort of
Schladming. There are good views to the mountains at the southern end of the Salzkammergut. The
train reverses for the second time at Selzthal, crosses another low pass into Steiermark (Styria) and
at St. Michael reaches the valley of the River Mur, which we follow to Graz. We’ve crossed the main
watershed in Austria – to the north the rivers drain into the Danube as it passes through the north of
the country, to the south the Mur and other rivers drain south into the River Drava in Slovenia and
reach the Danube on the Croatia / Serbia border. In Graz I'm staying in the Ibis hotel - not as
upmarket as the previous two though it is comfortable enough and situated on the station square.
On the wall of my room there's a print of Edinburgh Castle – it seems you are meant to think it is the
Ibis Edinburgh unless you look at the small print.

Graz
Graz is the second largest city in Austria and capital of the state of Steiermark. It has a population of
over 300,000, plus a similar number in the surrounding metropolitan area. It rivalled Vienna
between the fourteenth and
seventeenth centuries and was
the residence of one of the
branches of the Hapsburgs. In
the days of the AustroHungarian empire the hinterland
of Graz included most of present
day Slovenia and a corner of
modern Italy.
Graz was the European City of
Culture in 2003 and the
extensive altstadt (old town) is
an UNESCO World Heritage Site,
due to the ‘harmonious blend of
the architectural styles and
artistic movements….from many
The Hauptplatz, Graz
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neighbouring regions of Central and Mediterranean Europe’11. It is an important university city with
44,000 students. Wikipedia reveals that it is twinned with Coventry and their list of notable residents
of Graz is topped by Arnold Schwarzenegger.
I catch a tram into the centre of Graz and wander round a bit, from the main tram interchange at
Jakominiplatz along the main shopping street, Herrengasse, to the Hauptplatz and town hall, then
into the old town12. The city centre is busy at teatime on Friday and it's a handsome place. The
Hauptplatz has a dozen foodstalls in it, and I will have a choice of four würstelstände for dinner.
Most cafe and bar terraces are packed and I have a drink inside an ‘Irish’ bar in the old town,
because it's quiet. There are several people smoking inside despite food being served - In Linz and
Gmunden any smoking was confined to a separately ventilated room13. The barman tells me the law
is going to change in 2018, to bring it in line with elsewhere. I find a local pub in a back street for a
couple more, then it is currywurst time. At 2030 the stalls are closing so the nightlife must be
elsewhere. I discover one stall which sells a huge variety of sweeties for kids from one window and a
huge variety of bottled beer from the window on the other side – ideal for a family night out.
However, I forgo further delights and have an early night.

Murtal
Saturday morning and I’m off up the Mur Valley by train
via Bruck an der Mur to Unzmarkt. From there a diesel
narrow gauge line pootles sixty-five kilometres up the
valley to Tamsweg, a small town just over the border in
Salzburg Land (state)14. I have to plan the trip carefully there are only three trains a day at weekends. In
Tamsweg I’m sitting having a beer on the terrace of a
café in the town square when the town guard march out
to welcome me. They are actually there to salute a
couple being married in the town hall opposite. When
they fire their rifles everyone in the cafe jumps.
The weather is glorious once more and I walk back down
the valley, following a path which I have seen the from
the train. It is perfect, walking alone with only the sound
of the fast-running river. I reach Ramingstein, three
stops down the line, before it is time for a beer and the
next train along the valley to the local centre of Murau
(left). I have two hours there so there is time for a walk
round. It's a historic little town, and the biggest building
is the local brewery – Murauer Brau. Needless to say, I
find time to sample some more of their product. The brewery has existed since 1495 and has been a
cooperative since 1910, and the town council has declared the town a ‘bierstadt’ (beer town)15. Then
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I retrace my train journeys back to Graz, by which time it is about 2030. I pick up some healthy nonsausage food in the station supermarket, have a final beer in the hotel and another early night. It is
beginning to puzzle me what everyone in Austria does at the weekend – the Murtalbahn trains had
no more than half a dozen passengers and I hardly passed a soul on the walk.

Bad Gleichenberg.

The Bad Gleichenberg Flyer
On Sunday morning I decide to make my way to Bad Gleichenberg. The railway line looks unusual – it
is electric (the surrounding ÖBB lines are diesel) and it winds a lot, suggesting hills countryside, and
the name means the terminus is a spa resort16. When I reach the junction station of Feldbach, the
waiting train is an antique Steiermärkischen Landesbahn (StLB) railcar. A Wikipedia check reveals it
was built in 1931 and is still going strong. The room-and-kitchen design suggests it originally had first
and second class. Four times a day it pootles up and down to Bad Gleichenberg through pretty,
wooded countryside and villages. Anywhere else the line and the train would be tourist attractions
in their own right, but on a warm and sunny Sunday morning there are eight of us on board, and I
reckon I'm the only tourist.
Bad Gleichenberg is a bit of a disappointment. The lower part of town near the station turns out to
be a little more than a strip mall along the main road. Uphill, the spa resort is over the top,
populated entirely by elderly rich people in bathchairs and the few cafes don’t look welcoming to a
scruff like myself. I pass a tourism school - maybe they could practice by widening the appeal of the
local area. I eventually find a pizza place which sells me a beer before I head back to Graz. There are
three of us on the StLB train this time, and the journey makes the trip worthwhile.
I still puzzle about the lack of tourists in most of the places I’ve been, with the exception of the
Salzkammergut. While there were a few tourists in Linz and Graz they are virtually unknown to Brits.
The area may not be as dramatically alpine as the Tirol, and I’m there in the dead period between
the winter sports and the summer seasons (for example the ‘Lakes and Mountains’ holiday flights
both in German only.
16
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from the UK commence just after I leave Austria), but I would have expected more visitors…..even
internal tourists out for the weekend. Graz is close to the Slovenian and Hungarian borders (many of
the trains continue beyond Feldbach to Szentgotthárd in Hungary), and the city was historically
closely linked to Slovenia. Austria is, no doubt, expensive but I would have expected to see more
effort to attract visitors from the surrounding countries to the area. The same applied in Linz with
regard to the Czech Republic and Slovakia. Maybe the Iron Curtain remains in the minds of many
older people.

Graz to Prague

The beergarden on the Schlossberg, Graz
Back in Graz it's early afternoon, and I have time to explore. I take the tram to and from the Saint
Leonhard area of the city then take the funicular to the top of the Schlossberg, which overlooks the
old town and the river. Despite the name there is no castle there now, but it has been heavily
fortified in the past. Part of the ruins are used for theatre performances, and there is a pleasant beer
garden with views over the city, and the Uhrturm (clock tower), a symbol of the city. I walk back
down, though the old town and across the river Mur. I find a pub – Brut & Spiele in
Mariahilferstrasse - that comes recommended for its selection of beer (it lives up to the
recommendation) and sit outside people-watching – the area has a slightly ‘alternative’ feel to it. I'm
hungry and after seeing a few of them pass by me on their way to other tables, I very unusually
order one of their homemade burgers, which turns out to be excellent. There's a whole chilli in it. I
think I've located it and move it out of reach but a few bites later I swallow the whole thing without
noticing until it hits me. Once I recover I need another couple of beers before bed.
It is a six hour journey on the train from Graz to Prague to catch my flight The train departs at the
ungodly hour of 0626, but I have had a good sleep and enjoy the journey….though I doze off at the
most scenic part, the Semmering Pass. The railway line from Graz to Vienna is part of the Sudbahn
(southern railway), which was completed in 1857 to link Vienna with Trieste, now in Italy but then
the main seaport of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The section over the Semmering Pass is due to be
superceded by a 27km base tunnel in 2026. I'm in first class with a comfy seat and a steward selling
coffee and snacks. Until Vienna the passengers are mainly suits heading for work. After Vienna it is
totally different - a mixture of Czechs returning from holiday, and Americans on Eurail passes taking
in Vienna and Prague. The crew changes just over the border at Břeclav, and the announcements are
now trilingual rather than just German and English – the Czech conductor is fluent in all three.
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In Prague I visit a bar round the corner from the station, (U stare pošty, on Opletavola) which I was
too exhausted to find eight days ago, and it turns out to be excellent – good dark Kozel beer at
almost a third of Austrian prices, and the traditional Czech food looks good too. Then me, Ted and
my wodge of unused Czech Koruna head out to the airport, which is a suitably expensive place to get
rid of some of the money – leaving only 5300CZK to change back to sterling at Marks and Spencers in
Newcastle. The flight home is uneventful and I doze - then head home from Newcastle. Another trip
over.

Railway buffery

Wot, no buffers. The Attergaubahn at the busy station of Attersee
1 The České Budějovice – Linz railway. It transpires that the first railway line in Austria was
between České Budějovice (then Budweis) and Linz and on to Gmunden. The Pferdeeisenbahn,
opened in 1832 by k.k.priv. Erste Eisenbahn-Gesellschaft (First Railway Co.) was horse-drawn. The
main reason for constructing the line was to export salt from Gmunden to Bohemia, though it
carried passengers and other goods. It followed a circuitous route through the mountains and had
an unusual gauge of 1106mm. The promoters had visited the Stockton and Darlington Railway, but
the terrain was too mountainous for early steam locomotives. However, the line was replaced by a
steam railway in 1873, along the present route.
2 The Linz Tramway system. The first tram line in Linz opened in 1880. By 1995 the system was
15.3km long. With recent suburban extensions and the incorporation of the Pöstlingerbahn the
system length has grown to 33km. The track gauge is an unusual 900mm - the only other city with
this gauge is Lisbon. In 2004 the tram tunnel under the Hauptbahnhof opened providing easy
transfer between train and tram. There are four main routes all of which share the city centre track
between the Hauptbahnhof, Landstrasse (the main shopping street), the Hauptplatz and the suburb
Urfahr on the north side of the Danube bridge. The fifth line is the Pöstlingerbergbahn. This opened
in 1898 and has steep gradients of over 10%, without any rack system. It was constructed as a
separate metre gauge line between Urfahr and the summit. However, in 2009 the line was regauged
to 900m and a through service now runs from the Hauptplatz.
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3 The Mariazellerbahn. The Mariazellerbahn
is a 760mm gauge line, the longest narrowgauge line remaining in Austria, running
84.2km from St. Polten to Mariazell. It opened
in stages between 1898 and 1907. Since ÖBB
decided to dispose of its narrow-gauge lines, it
has been operated by NÖVOG
(Niederösterreichische
Verkehrsorganisationsgesellschaft) (phew!)
from 2010. Like most ‘private’ railways in
Austria it is publicly owned, in this case by the
state government of Niederösterreich.
NÖVOG took over a number of lines, some of
which have been closed, others only operate as tourist / heritage railways, but the Mariazellerbahn
has been extensively modernised. It provides daily services, every hour to Laubenbachmühle and
approximately every two hours to Mariazell. The main rolling stock is the new himmelstrecke Electric
Multiple Units (EMUs), delivered between 2012 and 2014. Heritage electric trains with panoramic
carriages stock operate extra services. during summer weekends and there is a monthly steam
journey. More details (in German) at www.noevog.at and www.mariazellerbahn.at .
4 Stern & Hafferl, the Vorchdorferbahn
and the Traunseebahn. Stern & Hafferl is
one of the few genuinely privately-owned
passenger railway companies in Austria.
Founded in 1884 it currently operates the
following lines on which I travelled:
The Vorchdorferbahn from Lambach to
Vorchdorf-Emmenberg,
The Traunseebahn from VorchdorfEmmenberg to Gmunden Klosterplatz,
The Gmunden tramway (see railway
buffery 5),
The Attergaubahn from Vöcklamarkt to
Attersee (see railway buffery 6).
The Vorchdorferbahn
The company also operates the Linzer
Lokalbahn, the ships on the Attersee, and a number of bus routes in the area. More details are at
www.stern-verkehr.at (German only).
The Vorchdorferbahn line is a 14.7km long standard gauge opened in 1903, and the railcars
currently used on the line were built in the 1950s.The Traunseebahn is a 15km metre gauge line
from Vorchdorf-Emmenberg to Gmunden Klosterplatz, opened in 1912. The two lines were built by
separate companies and the break of gauge necessitates the change of trains at Vorchdorf, where a
shared depot for both lines is situated. Until recently the line ran to Gmunden Seebahnhof for lake
steamers, but was extended to Klosterplatz in 2014. It will eventually connect with the Gmunden
tramway and the new Tramlink vehicles delivered in 2016 (‘Gmunden inaugurates Tramlink
Vehicles’, Railway Gazette, 14 March 2016, www.railwaygazette.com ) used on both lines will
operate through.
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5 The Gmunden tramway was the first
Stern and Hafferl line, connecting the
town centre with the ÖBB railway
station, opened in 1894. It is only
2.3km long, metre gauge and climbs
steep gradients en route. It originally
operated to the Rathausplatz, was cut
back 200m to Franz Josef Platz in 1975,
presumably to reduce traffic
congestion, and is now being extended
once again past the Rathausplatz, over
the river to Klosterplatz. Through
running is due to commence in summer
2018 using the new Tramlink vehicles.
6 The Attergaubahn. The Vöcklamarkt to Attersee line is metre-gauge, operated by Stern & Hafferl.
It opened in 1913 and is 13.3km long. The Tramlink vehicles replaced old rolling stock in 2016.
7 The Graz tramway system. The Graz tramway opened in 1878 as a standard gauge tramway and
forms the backbone of the city’s transport system. By 1995 it was 30 km long, and with recent
extensions it now has 33km of routes, including new suburban extensions and a 2012 tramway
tunnel and station underneath the Hauptbahnhof.
8 The Murtalbahn is a 65.5km 760mm
gauge diesel line along the upper Mur valley
from Unzmarkt to Tamsweg. It opened in
1894 and is operated by Steiermärkischen
Landesbahnen (StLB) (owned by the state
Government) which operates a number of
local lines in the state. The railcars used on
the daily service were built in 1981. There
are freight trains on the line, transporting
timber and petrol. A steam train operates
between Murau and Tamsweg 2-3 times
weekly in summer. The future of the line is
uncertain, particularly beyond the main
town in the valley, Murau. At weekends, some of the journeys are replaced by bus, and a minibus
was being used to provide these journeys on the day I travelled.
9 The Feldbach - Bad Gleichenberg railway is an electrified standard gauge line 21.2km long,
operated by Steiermärkischen Landesbahnen (StLB). It was not opened until 1931. Wikipedia states
that the circuitous route is because of demands from local villages to be included in the route. The
rolling stock consists of the two original railcars from 1931, though they were modernised in 1980
and 1990 respectively.
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Practicalities
Getting around by train
There is a comprehensive network of railways in Austria. The main routes are operated by ÖBB
(Österreichische Bundesbahnen – Austrian Federal Railways), which sets the Intercity and long
distance fares. Cheap advance fares are available online for intercity and international services. Their
website is www.oebb.at . A competitor WESTbahn operates services on the Wien – Linz- Salzburg
corridor. The ÖBB mainline network is complemented by local and narrow gauge lines, some
operated by local and private companies. Detailed timetables for all railway lines in Austria are at
www.oebb.at/de/strecken-fahrplaninfos/fahrplanbilder (in German).The railway lines from Prague
to the Austrian border are operated by ČD (České Dráhy - Czech Railways), www.cd.cz .
Each state has its verkehrsverbund to coordinate public transport, including ÖBB and private
railways, bus and tram services. They operate a zonal fares system covering all modes of transport
(except purely tourist / heritage services). Single fares can be expensive (but see below). Return
fares are twice the price of a single, but function as day tickets within the zones travelled. These
tickets include breaks of journey and onward journeys by bus and tram. The verkehrsverbund
website for Oberösterreich is www.ooevv.at and for Steiermark is www.verbundlinie.at .

Reduced fares and passes.
ÖBB Vorteilscard. The Vorteilscard lasts for
one year and gives a 50% reduction on ÖBB
fares. There are several versions:
The Vorteilscard Classic costs €99 from
ticket offices is available to anyone. At
present (August 2017), a cheaper version,
the Vorteilscard 66, is available online at
€66 at www.tickets.oebb.at . It is not clear
whether this is a temporary offer. There are
versions of these cards for families travelling
with children.
The Vorteilscard Jugend is available to those aged under 26, and costs €19.
The Vorteilscard Senior is available to those aged 62 and over (this will increase to 63 on 1 January
2018) and costs €29.
Cards can be bought online or at ticket offices. A temporary card is issued immediately and the
plastic card is mailed to the home address within a few days.
There is a range of Interrail passes for rail travel across Europe or in a single country. The price varies
according to age and the number of days included. Details and purchase at www.interrail.eu .The
European East pass costs very little more than the Interrail Austrian pass and covers state railways in
Austria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary. Available from www.raileurope-world.com .
Cheap advance tickets between the Czech Republic and Austria can be bought from Austrian or
Czech Railways online and printed at home at www.tickets.oebb.at or www.old.cd.cz/eshop . The
prices for the same train can vary substantially between the two sites, and my experience is that the
Czech site was cheaper. For example, my second class single from Prague to Linz (295km) cost a
ridiculous €11, and my first class from Graz to Prague (614km) €47, both including €3 seat
reservation fee. Cheap advance intercity fares for journeys within Austria are available at
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www.tickets.oebb.at . Note that first class upgrades can cost as little as €5. For example, my Salzburg
– Graz fare (293km) cost €37 (€29 plus €5 first class upgrade plus €3 seat reservation).
None of these passes or fares cover the ‘private’ railways, trams or buses, with the important
exception of the Vorteilscard Senior, which gives a reduction (set by each state verkehrsverbund) on
all public transport (except tourist / heritage lines). For example, the reduction in Oberösterreich is
45% and in Steiermark is 38%.
I bought advance rail tickets online for the international journeys and Salzburg - Graz in the UK and
my Vorteilscard Senior (I just qualified by a couple of months) on arrival in Austria, then bought local
tickets as I went along. The cost for all my travel from (from Prague to Prague for nine days) was
€320, and the only journeys on which I paid full fare were the Attersee Cruise, the Hallstatt ferry and
the Hallstatt funicular, which are not included in the verkehrsverbund network. This was the
cheapest option for me and the Vorteilscard saved me at least €70. Depending on age and whether
the same route is followed (with its many ‘private’ railway journeys), it may be cheaper to use one of
the Interrail or European East passes for international and ÖBB journeys.

Hotels:

Hotel Wolfinger, Linz during the immediate post-WW2 years.
The hotels I used were:
Hotel Wolfinger, Hauptplatz 19, 4020 Linz, Tel +43 732 7732910, www.hotelwolfinger.at
Seehotel Schwan, Rathausplatz 8, 4810 Gmunden, Tel +43 7612 633910, www.seehotel-schwan.at
Ibis Graz, Europaplatz 12, 8020 Graz, Tel +43 316 778, www.ibis.com/graz
The hotels were booked using www.booking.com .
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Sources:
The main sources of information used to research the trip and write this account were:
Wikipedia in English, www.en.wikipedia.org
Wikipedia in German, www.de.wikipedia.org
The Rough Guide to Austria, Jonathan Bousfield et al, Rough Guides, 4th edn, 2008 was also useful.
For information about travelling by train in Austria and the Czech Republic the Man in Seat 61 was
the starting point, www.seat61.com .
For planning the rail journeys, as always, the European Rail Timetable, updated monthly and
available from www.europeanrailtimetable.eu is essential. For additional detail on railways and
tramways the Eisenbahnatlas Österreich, Schweers & Wall, 2010, is indispensable, and was
supplemented by historical tramway information from Light Rail in Europe, Michael Taplin, Capital
Transport Publishing, 1995.
For information about breweries and recommendations for pubs and beers: www.ratebeer.com .
Tourist information about Linz is available at www.linz.at and www.linztourismus.at and for Graz at
www.graztourismus.at .
All of the websites have an English language version unless it states otherwise. German sites were
translated using Google Translate, which is good enough to give the sense of the German text if not
the detail.
Other sources are mentioned individually in the text.

Maps
The Salzburg, Kärnten, Südliches Burgenland, Steiermark, 1:200,000 scale map published by Marco
Polo, covers most of the area, except Linz. I would have preferred the Freytag and Berndt maps
(1:150,000), but they were out of date, out of stock or out of print wherever I tried. They are now
available from www.stanfords.co.uk or direct from the publishers at www.freytagberndt.com . The
Niederösterreich map is dated 2016, and the Steiermark map is dated 2015.
I didn’t take the Eisenbahnatlas Österreich (see above) with me…but it was very useful in planning
the railway side of the journey

Photos:
All photos are by the author and © Copyright Steve Gillon 2017, except for the following:
the map on page 1 was prepared on a base map from the National Geographic Society,
Washington DC, which is available at www.mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org
the photo of the Hotel Wolfinger on page 16 was accessed via Google Images, which credits
it to the hotel www.hotelwolfinger.at . The photographers name is unknown

Text © Copyright Steve Gillon, 2017.
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